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Starting with a sheet of copper, each one of our lights are handcrafted and 

designed to create a timeless, durable and lasting piece for your home. 

 

All of our lights are proudly made by hand in the USA and come with a 

guarantee to last. 

 

You have a choice in your design. Customize one of our lights to fit your 

style, whether you choose to change the glass, the finish or even the entire 

light, the design is up to you. 



Available Finishes: 

All of our lights are available in either pure copper or pure brass 

 

RC: Raw Copper-This is the purest  form, allowing nature to “age” and change 

the finish over time 

AC: Antique Copper-This finish is a shaded copper finish with a weathered 

look.  

DC: This is the darkest color offering for copper, which gives the light an 

older, more weathered look. 

Please note: No two lights age the same and variations in color add to their 

appeal and unique qualities. 

Available Styles: 

X-Bars, H-Bars, No Bars  

Cage/No Cage  (For Onion Lights) 

Available Glass Options: 

Seedy Glass-This is a glass that has a weathered and “bubble-like” texture 

Clear Glass 

Optic Glass-Available on Onion Lights only 

Bullseye Glass-This is a unique hand made globe that is specifically created 

for Lucky Street Lanterns (for Onion Lights only) 

 

Available Light Options: 

LW/LP/LH: Large Wall, Large Post, Large Hanging 

MW/MP/MH: Medium Wall, Medium Post, Medium Hanging 

SW/SP/MH: Small Wall, Small Post, Small Hanging 

Please note: All sizes listed in catalog are approximate dimensions 

 



L70LW(8*8*27)  

Shown in AC with X Bars, 

Seedy Glass 

EL70SW (5*5*14) 

Shown in RC with X Bars,  

Clear Glass 

 

G57 Custom (Antique Brass, Seedy Glass)  

G57 MW DC, Clear Glass (6*8*16.5) 



 

Custom Wall Light, Seedy Glass  

G73LW DC Seedy Glass (9*13*36) 

G96MW (Shown with optional frosted chimney) (9*9*20) 



G80 MW 

AC , 

Seedy 

(6*8*15) 

Maynes 

Wall DC 

(5*5*23) 

L50SW 

H-Bars,  

Brass 

(5*5*18) 

L50MW  

H-Bars, RC  

(6*6*19) 

Custom 

Light,  

RC 



L223 RC 

(9.5*9.5*18) 

Shown with Optional Chimney 

0444LP 

Onion 

Light w/ 

Seedy 

Glass 

(12 inch 

globe * 24) 



Bullseye with Cage, 

RC (9.5*17) 

EL60SW RC 

No Bars (5*5*14) 

L60SW RC X-bars 

(5*5*18) 

L60 Series 

L60SW AC ~L60MW AC 

EL60SW RC,~L60SW RC 



L227LW RC 

(10*12*22) 

L70LW, L70SW, L60SW, EL60SW, EL70SW, C003 

Florentine 

Hanging 

Light, RC  



The L60 Series 



Ceiling Lights- 

A sampling of 

sizes, colors and 

glass choices are 

shown. 

C002 DC, Frosted (11*11*15) 

C001 DC Frosted (9*9*4.5) 



A. C001 shown in frosted glass 

B. C003 RC (14*14*4) 

C. C001 and C002 (shown in Brass) 

A. 

C.. 

B. 



L60LW DC 

Seedy Glass 

(8*8*24) 

 

 

L60MW DC (6*6*19), L60 L hanging 

(8*8*23), L60MW DC 

Florentine 

Post Light 

10*10*20 



G80 MW AC Seedy Glass 

(6*8*15) 

G57MW  RC 

Clear Glass 

(6*8*16.5) 



The Promise: 

Each one of our lights are meant 

to last a lifetime, using the best 

material and giving special care 

to each and every light.  We 

stand behind our product, our 

process and our commitment to 

giving you lifetime pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

Call us for special custom light 

choices for your home 

 



 

We are the only 

producers of the 

Bullseye Glass 

onion lights. 

These unique 

lights provide a 

timeless look and 

can be placed all 

around your 

home. 

Onion Lights 

 

Our onion lights 

come in a variety 

of sizes and 

finishes and glass 

choices 

Bullseye Wall with Cage RC 9.5*17 
Left: 0000W RC 5*14,  

Right: Bullseye Wall  

with Cage 9.5*17 

0000W  Wall 

Light with 

Optic Globe, 

RC 

5*14 



G80MW RC 

6*8*15 
G80SW RC 

4.5*5.5*10.5 

G57 MW DC 

6*8*16.5 



Hanging Lights 

Most of our lights are available 

as both hanging  and Post 

lights. Meet with us to create a 

unique and custom lights for 

your home. 

Florentine Hanging 

(Brass) 7.5*7.5*12 

Florentine Hanging,  

L60LH H-bars DC 8*8*23,  

EL60 RC Custom Hanging  



REPAIRS 
We specialize in Copper/Brass 

Lantern repairs. When made from 

pure materials, these lights are 

meant to last a lifetime. Should 

you need your current lights 

repaired, call on us to suggest the 

proper repairs to keep your lights 

shining in your homes for years 

to come. 

Lantern Repairs 





The People 

Lucky Street Lanterns was established in the spring of 2011 

after Golden Eagle Coppersmiths chose to cease their 

operations. 

 

Golden Eagle Coppersmiths was a well established Copper 

Lantern and Weathervane business located in Seabrook, New 

Hampshire and prided itself on producing handmade copper 

lanterns and weathervanes.  Their work can be seen all over 

the New England region as well as the entire United States. 

Their product has been synonymous with quality and they 

were one of only a handful of lantern makers in the United 

States. 

 

Handed down from generations, Golden Eagle decided to turn 

over the reigns of their operation to us and we are fortunate 

enough to be able to build on their foundation and provide 

the craftsmanship that Golden Eagle customers have come to 

expect as well as the additional knowledge and ability to 

bring these traditional lights into modern times.  

 

We are also happy to say that the custom weathervanes are 

still being produced in New Hampshire. We would be happy to 

provide contact details for that business if interested in 

purchasing weathervanes.  



THE PEOPLE 

Contact Information 

 

Lucky Street Lanterns, LLC 

Gulf Coast, Florida 

603-474-7182 

Owner: Scott Luther 

 

Website: 

www.luckystreetlanterns.com 

Email: 

info@luckystreetlanterns.com 
 

http://www.luckystreetlanterns.com/
mailto:info@luckystreetlanterns.com

